For a (non-unit) Pisot number β, several collections of tiles are associated with β-numeration. This includes an aperiodic and a periodic one made of Rauzy fractals, a periodic one induced by the natural extension of the β-transformation and a Euclidean one made of integral beta-tiles. We show that all these collections (except possibly the periodic translation of the central tile) are tilings if one of them is a tiling or, equivalently, the weak finiteness property (W) holds. We also obtain new results on rational numbers with purely periodic β-expansions; in particular, we calculate γ(β) for all quadratic β with β 2 = aβ + b, gcd(a, b) = 1.
Introduction
The investigation of tilings generated by beta numeration began with the ground work of Thurston [Thu89] who produced Euclidean tilings as geometrical picture of the expansion of numbers in a Pisot unit base β. These tilings are particular instances of substitution tilings, which were introduced by Rauzy in the seminal paper [Rau82] . Since then, a large theory for irreducible unimodular Pisot substitutions has been developed; see e.g. the surveys [BS05, BST10] . Nevertheless, it is still an open question whether each irreducible unimodular Pisot substitutions naturally defines a tiling (and not a multiple covering) of the respective representation space. This question, known in this context as Pisot conjecture, is related to many different branches of mathematics, such as spectral theory, quasicrystals, discrete geometry and automata. Note that β-substitutions can be reducible and that the Pisot conjecture does not hold for reducible substitutions; see e.g. [BBK06] . However, no example of a β-substitution failing the Pisot conjecture is known.
The aim of the present paper is to study tilings associated with beta numeration in the context of Pisot numbers that are not necessarily units. The space where these tilings are represented consists of a suitable product of Archimedean and non-Archimedean completions of the number field Q(β). The study of substitution tilings in the non-unit case started in [Sie03] , and further advances were achieved e.g. in [Sin06, BS07, BBK06, MT12] . In [ABBS08] , the focus is given in particular on the connection between purely periodic β-expansions and Rauzy fractals.
In the present paper, we discuss several objects: Rauzy fractals, natural extensions, and integral beta-tiles. We recall in Theorem 1 some of the main properties of Rauzy fractals associated with beta numeration. It is well known that they induce an aperiodic multiple tiling of their representation space, and there are several topological, combinatorial, and arithmetical conditions that imply the tiling property. In the irreducible unit context, having an aperiodic tiling is equivalent to having a periodic one [IR06] . The situation is different when we switch to the reducible and non-unit cases. In order to have a periodic tiling, a certain algebraic hypothesis (QM), first introduced in [ST09] for substitutions, must hold, and our attention is naturally restricted to a certain stripe space when dealing with the non-unit case.
Another big role in the present paper is played by the natural extension of the β-shift. Recall that the natural extension of a (non-invertible) dynamical system is an invertible dynamical system that contains the original dynamics as a subsystem and that is minimal in a measure theoretical sense; it is unique up to metric isomorphism. If β is a Pisot number, then we obtain a geometric version of the natural extension of the β-shift by suspending the Rauzy fractals; see Theorem 2. This natural extension domain characterises purely periodic β-expansions [HI97, IR05, BS07] and forms (in the unit case) a Markov partition for the associated hyperbolic toral automorphism [Pra99] , provided that it tiles the representation space periodically. The Pisot conjecture for beta numeration can be stated as follows: the natural extension of the β-shift is isomorphic to an automorphism of a compact group.
In the non-unit case, a third kind of compact sets, studied in [BSS + 11] in the context of shift radix systems and similar to the intersective tiles in [ST13] , turns out to be interesting. Integral beta-tiles are Euclidean tiles that can be seen as "slices" of Rauzy fractals. In Theorem 3, we provide some of their properties. In particular, we show that the boundary of these tiles has Lebesgue measure zero; this was conjectured in [BSS + 11, Conjecture 7.1].
One of the main results of this paper is the equivalence of the tiling property for all our collections of tiles. We extend the results from [IR06] to the beta numeration case (where the associated substitution need not be irreducible or unimodular), with the restriction that the quotient mapping condition (QM) is needed for a periodic tiling with Rauzy fractals. Our series of equivalent tiling properties also contains that for the collection of integral beta-tiles. We complete then our Theorem 4 by proving the equivalence of these tiling properties with the weak finiteness property (W), and with a spectral criterion concerning the so-called boundary graph.
Finally, we make a thorough analysis of the properties of the number-theoretical function γ(β) concerning the purely periodic β-expansions. This function was defined in [Aki98] and is still not well understood; see [AFSS10] , but note that the definition therein differs from ours for non-unit algebraic numbers. We improve in Theorem 5 some results of [ABBS08] and answer in Theorem 6 some of their posed questions for quadratic Pisot numbers. This paper is organised as follows. We define all our objects in Section 2. The main results are stated in Section 3 and illustrated by an example in Section 4. Section 5 contains some lemmas that are needed in the following. In Section 6, we prove the properties of Rauzy fractals and describe the natural extension. The properties of integral beta-tiles are investigated in Section 7, in particular the measure of their boundary. In Section 8, we prove the equivalence between the different tiling properties, the weak finiteness property (W) hal-00869984, version 1 -4 Oct 2013 and the spectral radius of the boundary graph. Finally, we analyse the gamma function in Section 9 and give its explicit value for a wide class of quadratic Pisot numbers.
We have decided to give a mostly self-contained presentation and have thus included proofs that can be found in other papers, with slight modifications.
Preliminaries
2.1. Beta-numeration. Let β > 1 be a real number. The map
is the classical greedy β-transformation. Each x ∈ [0, 1) has a (greedy) β-expansion
the digits a k are in A = {0, 1, . . . , ⌈β⌉ − 1}. The set of admissible sequences was characterised first by Parry [Par60] and depends only on the limit of the expansions at 1.
Representation spaces.
In all the following, let β be a Pisot number. Let K = Q(β), O its ring of integers, and set S = {p : p | ∞ or p | (β)}. For each (finite or infinite) prime p of K, we choose an absolute value |·| p and write K p for the completion of K with respect to |·| p . In all what follows, the absolute value |·| p is chosen in the following way. Let ξ ∈ K be given. If p | ∞, denote by ξ (p) the associated Galois conjugate of ξ. If p is real, we set |ξ| p = |ξ (p) |, and if p is complex, we set |ξ| p = |ξ (p) | 2 . Finally, if p is finite, we put |ξ| p = N(p) −vp(ξ) , where N(·) is the norm of a (fractional) ideal and v p (ξ) denotes the exponent of p in the prime ideal decomposition of the principal ideal (ξ). Define the representation space
(If β has r real and s pairs of complex Galois conjugates, then K ∞ = R r × C s .) We equip K β with the product metric of the metrics defined by the absolute values |·| p and the product measure µ of the Haar measures µ p , p ∈ S. The elements of Q(β) are naturally represented in K β by the diagonal embedding
The diagonal embeddings δ ∞ and δ f are defined accordingly. Let p 1 be the infinite prime satisfying |β| p 1 = β. Set S ′ = S \ {p 1 }, and define K ′ β , K ′ ∞ , δ ′ , µ ′ , etc. accordingly. Let π 1 and π ′ be the canonical projections from K β to K p 1 and K ′ β , respectively. We will also use the stripe spaces 
where the limit is taken with respect to the Hausdorff distance, and let
Note that the limit in (2.2) exists since
, are finite because each Pisot number is a Parry number [Ber77, Sch80] . For x ∈ [0, 1), let
be the Z-module generated by the differences of elements in V and
The periodic collection of tiles C per is locally finite only when (QM) rank(L) = deg(β) − 1 holds, which is an analogue of the quotient mapping condition defined in [ST09] ; see also 
was introduced in [BSS + 11] in the context of SRS tiles; see also [ST13] . Let
If β is an algebraic unit, then
hal-00869984, version 1 -4 Oct 2013 2.5. Natural extension. We give a version of the natural extension of the β-transformation T with nice algebraic and geometric properties, in the case where β is a Pisot number, not necessarily unit. We will do this using the x-tiles defined above. Let
The set X is the domain and T the transformation of our natural extension of the betatransformation on [0, 1). Note that one usually requires the natural extension domain to be compact. Here, we often prefer working with X instead of its closure because it has some nice properties, e.g., it characterises the purely periodic expansions.
2.6. Tilings. A collection C of compact subsets of a measurable space X is called uniformly locally finite if there exists an integer k such that each point of X is contained in at most k elements of C. If moreover there exists a positive integer m such that almost every point of X is contained in exactly m elements of C, then we call C a multiple tiling of X and m the covering degree of the multiple tiling. If m = 1, then C is called a tiling of X. We do not require here that C consists of finitely many subsets up to translation or that each element of C is the closure of its interior; these additional properties hold for our collections of Rauzy fractals, but not necessarily for C int . A point of X is called exclusive point of C if it is contained in exactly one element of C. Thus, a multiple tiling is a tiling if and only if it has an exclusive point. 
. This graph provides expansions of the points that lie in two different elements of C aper . If C aper forms a tiling, then these points are exactly the boundary points of the tiles.
In [ABBS08], a slightly different boundary graph is defined that determines the boundary of subtiles instead of that of Rauzy fractals. In their definition, x may be in Z[β −1 ] and it is shown to be in O. We will see that Z[β] is sufficient. see also [KS12] . In particular, we have
Here, N(β) denotes the norm of the algebraic number β.
We study the quantity
that was introduced in [Aki98].
2.9. Weak finiteness. The arithmetical property
turns out to be equivalent to the tiling property of our collections.
Main results
In the following theorem, we list some important properties of the x-tiles. Most of them can be proved exactly as in the unit case, see e.g. [KS12] . Some of them can also be found in [BS07, ABBS08] or are direct consequences of the more general results proven in [MT12] in the substitution settings. For convenience, we provide a full proof in Section 6.1.
Theorem 1. Let β be a Pisot number. For each x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1), the following hold:
(i) R(x) is a non-empty compact set that is the closure of its interior.
(ii) The boundary of R(x) has Haar measure zero.
(iii) R(x) = y∈T −1 (x) β R(y), and the union is disjoint in Haar measure.
The following theorem is informally stated in [ABBS08] and other papers; see [KS12] for the unit case. Here, B and B denote the Borel σ-algebras on X = [0, 1) and X , respectively. The set X is equipped with the Haar measure µ, while X is equipped with the measure µ • π −1 1 , which is an absolutely continuous invariant measure for T .
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Theorem 2. Let β be a Pisot number. The dynamical system (X , B, µ, T ) is a natural extension of ([0, 1), B, µ • π −1 1 , T ). Some of the following properties of integral β-tiles can be found in [BSS + 11] ; the main novelty is that we can show that the boundary has measure zero.
Theorem 3. Let β be a Pisot number. For each x ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, 1), the following hold:
(i) S(x) is a non-empty compact set.
(ii) The boundary of S(x) has Lebesgue measure zero. 
5)
A series of equivalent tiling conditions constitutes the core of this paper.
Theorem 4. Let β be a Pisot number. Then the collections C ext ,C ext , C aper ,C aper , and C int are multiple tilings of K β , Z, K ′ β , Z ′ , and K ′ ∞ , respectively, and they all have the same covering degree. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) All collections C ext ,C ext , C aper ,C aper , and C int are tilings.
(ii) One of the collections C ext ,C ext , C aper ,C aper , and C int is a tiling.
(iii) One of the collections C ext ,C ext , C aper ,C aper , and C int has an exclusive point.
The spectral radius of the boundary graph is less than β. If (QM) holds, then the following statement is also equivalent to the ones above:
(vi) C per is a tiling of Z ′ .
By Theorem 3 (v) or e.g. by [ARS04] , the equivalent statements of the theorem hold when β is quadratic.
The following bound and formula for γ(β) simplify those that can be found in [ABBS08] .
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Theorem 5. Let β be a Pisot number. Then
If moreover δ f (Q) = K f , then equality holds in (3.6).
Note that δ ′ ∞ (Q) is a line in K ′ ∞ , thus we essentially have to determine the intersection of a line with the projection of the complement of R(v). We are able to calculate the explicit value for γ(β) for a large class of quadratic Pisot numbers.
Theorem 6. Let β be a quadratic Pisot number with
For a = b = 2, numerical experiments suggest that γ(β) = 1, while (3.7) only gives the trivial bound γ(β) ≥ 0. Thus we believe that equality may not hold in (3.7) if gcd(a, b) > 1.
An example
We illustrate our different tilings for the example β = 1 + √ 3, with β 2 = 2β + 2. Here, the prime 2 ramifies in O, thus we get the representation space
, 1}, and we represent it by ∞ j=k d j 2 −j−1 in our pictures. In Figure 1 , a patch of the aperiodic tiling C aper together with the corresponding integral beta-tiles (that form C int ) is represented. The aperiodic tiling C aper constitutes the "lowest stripe" of C aper . Another possibility to tile the stripe Z ′ is given by the periodic tiling C per that is sketched in Figure 2 . In Figure 3 , the natural extension domain is shown, which tiles K β and Z periodically; see Figure 4 .
Approximation results and Delone sets
We start with some results that are used in the proofs throughout the paper.
Lemma 5.1 (Strong Approximation Theorem, see e.g. [Cas67] ). Let S be a finite set of primes and let p 0 be a prime of a number field K which does not belong to S. Let z p ∈ K p be given numbers, for p ∈ S. Then, for every ε > 0, there exists x ∈ K such that
Proof. We first show that
for some h ∈ N. As Z[β] is a subgroup of finite index of O, we can choose x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ O that form a complete set of representatives of O/Z[β]. Choose integers h 1 , . . . , h n as follows.
hal-00869984, version 1 -4 Oct 2013 Figure 1 . The patch β −2 R(0) of the aperiodic tiling C aper and the corresponding integral beta-tiles, β 2 = 2β + 2. Figure 3 . β-transformation and natural extension domain X for β 2 = 2β + 2.
, then set h i = 0 and notice that (
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−β
On the left, the following tiles are represented:
. Then δ f (Q) = K f if and only if e p i |(p i ) = f p i |(p i ) = 1 for all i and the prime numbers p i are all distinct.
If β is quadratic,
Proposition 4.4.4]). Hence we can apply [Coh93, Theorem 4.8.13] and obtain that (p) splits, since gcd(a, b) = 1. This means e p|(p) = f p|(p) = 1 for all p | (p).
, which is a lattice in K β by the approximation theorem for number fields; see e.g. [Wei95] . For the second statement, note that hal-00869984, version 1 -4 Oct 2013
which implies the two inequalities
) is a Delone set by Lemma 5.4, the subtracted quantities are small compared to C(ỹ), provided that (X + δ ′ ∞ (y −ỹ)) \ X and (X + δ ′ ∞ (β k z + y −ỹ)) \ X are small compared to X. If X is a rectangle with sufficiently large side lengths, we have thus
Similar arguments provide the same inequality for y >ỹ, thus
which proves the lemma.
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6. Properties of Rauzy fractals and the natural extension
) and hence of the form
Thus our definition of the x-tiles is essentially the same as in the other papers on this topic. In particular, R(x) is a compact set with uniformly bounded diameter.
The set equation in Theorem 1 (iii) is a direct consequence of our definition.
which contradicts the assumption that v > x. This proves Theorem 1 (v). In particular, we have that
We now consider the covering properties of our collections of tiles, following mainly [KS12] . We start with a short proof of (2.5). Let x ∈ [0, 1) with T k (x) = x. Then x ∈ Q(β) and
Now, we use (2.5) to prove that δ(Z[β −1 ]) + X = K β . We first show that
Let
for all k ∈ Z, and the periodicity of (β k x mod Z[β −1 ]) k∈Z follows from the finiteness of 1 q Z[β −1 ]/Z[β −1 ]. By (2.4) and (2.5), we have δ(T k (x − ⌊x⌋)) ∈ X for all sufficiently large k ∈ N. Thus we can choose k ∈ N such
Since X is compact and δ(Z[β −1 ]) is a lattice, (6.2) implies that
Observe that X differs only slightly from its closure:
where R(1) = ∅. As X is a finite union of products of a left-closed interval with a compact set, the complement of δ(Z[β −1 ]) + X in K β is either empty or has positive measure. Since µ(X \ X ) = 0, we obtain that
. Together with (6.4), this implies that
For each
is dense in R, we obtain (3.2). Rewriting (6.5), we get δ(x) − X ) ∩ {0} × K ′ β = {0} × R(x), which shows together with (6.4) that (6.6)
By (6.6) and Baire's theorem, R(x) has non-empty interior for some x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1). Using the set equations in Theorem 1 (iii) and (6.1), we obtain that R(x) has non-empty interior for all x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1). Consequently, the set equations also imply that R(x) is the closure of its interior; see e.g. [KS12] for more details. This proves Theorem 1 (i).
For the proof of Theorem 1 (ii), we follow again [KS12] and prove first that T is bijective up to a set of measure zero. First note that T (X ) = X . Partitioning X into the sets X a = {z ∈ X : ⌊β π 1 (z)⌋ = a} (a ∈ A),
we have T (z) = β z − δ(a) for all z ∈ X a . Thus T is injective on each X a , a ∈ A, and
where the second equality holds by the product formula p∈S |β| p = 1. Hence µ(T (X a ) ∩ T (X b )) = 0 for all a, b ∈ A with a = b, and T is bijective up to a set of measure zero.
For each x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1) and sufficiently small ε > 0, we have
Since this union is disjoint, the union in Theorem 1 (iii) is disjoint in Haar measure. Thus if R(y), y ∈ T −k (x), is in the interior of β −k R(x), its boundary has measure zero. As R(x) has non-empty interior and multiplication by β −1 is expanding on K ′ β , we find for
Together with (6.1), this proves Theorem 1 (ii), which concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 6.2. Proof of Theorem 2. We have π 1 (X ) = [0, 1), T • π 1 = π 1 • T , and we know from Section 6.1 that T is bijective on X up to a set of measure zero. It remains to show that
where k∈N T k π −1 1 (B) is the smallest σ-algebra containing the σ-algebras T k π −1 1 (B) for all k ∈ N. It is clear that k∈N T k π −1 1 (B) ⊆ B. For the other inclusion, we show that we can always separate in k∈N T k π −1 1 (B) two points z,z ∈ X with z =z. If π 1 (z) = π 1 (z), then there are disjoint intervals J,J ⊆ [0, 1) with z ∈ π −1 1 (J),z ∈ π −1 1 (J). If π 1 (z) = π 1 (z), then consider the partition of [0, 1) into continuity intervals of T k for large k. For each
). Since multiplication by β is contracting on K ′ β , we can find k ∈ N such that z ∈ T k π −1 1 (J), z ∈ T k π −1 1 (J), with two disjoint intervals J,J ⊆ [0, 1).
7.
Properties of integral beta-tiles 7.1. Basic properties. We first prove that, for each
which tends to 0 exponentially fast as k → ∞. This proves Theorem 3 (i).
Theorem 3 (iii) follows directly from the definition.
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To show Theorem 3 (iv), let
, v ∈ V . We know from the proof of Theorem 1 that β k T −k (x) − x = β k T −k (y) − y and thus
Slices of Rauzy fractals and X . An alternative definition of the integral
, and (7.1) holds. Since the tiles can be obtained as the intersection with a "hyperplane", the equivalent of integral beta-tiles in [ST13] are called intersective tiles. Now, the covering property (3.3) is a direct consequence of (6.7) and (7.1).
is the closure of its interior, we obtain (3.4).
Similarly to the x-tiles, we can express the natural extension domain by means of integral
, provided that deg(β) ≥ 2. As X is the closure of its interior, we obtain (3.5). 7.3. Measure of the boundary. In the present subsection, we show that µ ′ ∞ (∂S(x)) = 0. The proof is similar to that of [ST13, Theorem 3 (i)].
Let x ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, 1), and X ⊆ K ′ ∞ be a rectangle containing S(x). Since β −n ∂S(x) ⊆ y∈Z[β]∩[0,1) ∂S(y) by Theorem 3 (iii), we have
Now, we estimate the number of terms in the sums in (7.4). First, we have
for some α < β. Indeed, we can define, similarly to the boundary graph, a directed multiple graph with set of nodes V and #(T −1 (v) ∩ [w, w)) edges from v to w, v, w ∈ V . Then this graph is strongly connected and the number of paths of length k starting from v ∈ V is #T −k (v), whose order of growth is β k , thus the spectral radius of the graph is β. Since the interior of R(0) is non-empty, we have β m R(z) ∩ ∂R(0) = ∅ for some z ∈ T −m (0), m ∈ N. Let p be the corresponding path of length m from 0 to w, with z ∈ [w, w). Then there is α < β such that the number of paths of length k starting from v ∈ V that avoid p is O(α k ), hence (7.5) holds. From Lemma 5.6, we obtain that
, v ∈ V , for sufficiently large n. (The subtraction of π ′ ∞ (β k R(z)) in the definition of C k,n,v (z) is negligible when n is large compared to k.) As δ ′ ∞ (Z[β] ∩ [0, 1)) is a Delone set, we have
. Finally, we use that
. Inserting (7.5)-(7.8) in (7.4) gives that
for all k ∈ N and sufficiently large n ∈ N, with some constant c > 0. Together with (7.2), this implies that µ ′ ∞ (∂S(x)) ≤ c α k β k µ ′ ∞ (X) for all k ∈ N, i.e., µ ′ ∞ (∂S(x)) = 0. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3 (ii). 7.4. Quadratic Pisot numbers. To prove Theorem 3 (v), let β be a quadratic Pisot number, and denote by z ′ the Galois conjugate of z ∈ Q(β). We show first that
Write now x = mβ − ⌊mβ⌋, y = nβ − ⌊nβ⌋ with m, n ∈ Z, and assume that n = m + 1. Then
Recalling that |β ′ | < 1 since β is a Pisot number, we obtain that a − b + x ′ − y ′ > 0 if b < ⌊β⌋. If b = ⌊β⌋, then y 1 < 1 implies that ⌊β⌋ + (m + 1)β − ⌊(m + 1)β⌋ < β, thus ⌊mβ⌋ = ⌊(m + 1)β⌋ − ⌊β⌋ − 1, hence we also get that sgn(a − b + x ′ − y ′ ) = 1. Since sgn(x ′ − y ′ ) = sgn(n − m), we obtain that (7.9) holds in the case n = m + 1, and we infer that (7.9) holds in the general case.
Inductively, we get that sgn(
Renormalizing by (β ′ ) k and taking the Hausdorff limit shows that S(x) is an interval for each x ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, 1) that meets y∈Z[β]∩[0,1)\{x} S(y) only at its endpoints, i.e., C int is a tiling of K ′ ∞ = R. [0, ε) ) is a Delone set and β −k U is arbitarily large, we have a contradiction.
AsC aper is the restriction of C aper to Z ′ , it is a multiple tiling with same covering degree.
The multiple tiling property of C ext also follows from that of C aper . Indeed, for x, y ∈
we obtain that C ext is a multiple tiling with same covering degree as C aper . Again,C ext being the restriction of C ext to Z, it is a multiple tiling with same covering degree.
Almost the same proof as for C aper shows that C int is a multiple tiling. The collection C int need not be quasi-periodic, but we have "almost quasi-periodicity" by Theorem 3 (iv). If z ∈ K ′ ∞ lies in exactly m 2 tiles, then for large
is Delone, we get that C int is a multiple tiling. The relation betweenC aper and C int is similar to that between C ext and C aper , as one is obtained from the other by intersection with a suitable "hyperplane". However, the proof that C int has the same covering degree asC aper needs a bit more attention than that for C ext . Let m be the covering degree ofC aper and choose y 1 , . . . , y m ∈ Z[β] ∩ [0, 1) such that the interior U of m i=1 R(y i ) is non-empty; then U ∩ R(x) = ∅ for all x / ∈ {y 1 , . . . , y m }. Set
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We have already seen that S(
. . , y m }, the disjointness of S(x+z) andŨ follows from U ∩R(x) = ∅. Thus,Ũ is a set of positive measure that is covered exactly m times, i.e., the covering degree of C int is m.
We have proved that the collections C ext ,C ext , C aper ,C aper , and C int are all multiple tilings with the same covering degree. The equivalence of Theorem 4 (i)-(iii) follows immediately. 8.2. Property (W). Several slightly different but equivalent definitions of weak finiteness can be found in [Hol96, Aki02, Sid03, ARS04] . Our definition of (W), which is called (H) in [ARS04] , is essentially due to Hollander. By [ARS04] , this property holds for each quadratic Pisot number, for each cubic Pisot unit, as well as for each β > 1 satisfying
Other classes of numbers giving tilings and thus satisfying (W) were found by [BK05, BBK06] .
An immediate consequence of (2.5) is that, for
let n ∈ N be such that y + β −n z < y for all y ∈ P . Then we have
To prove (8.1), let first x = T n (y + β −n z), y ∈ P , and let k ≥ 1 be such that T k (y) = y. Then y + β −n z < y implies that T n+jk (y + β −n−jk z) = T n (y + β −n z) = x for all j ∈ N; cf. the proof of Theorem 1 (v) in Section 6.1. Thus we have δ ′ (β n+jk (y + β −n−jk z)) ∈ R(x), i.e., δ ′ (z) ∈ R(x) − δ ′ (β n+jk y). Taking the limit for j → ∞, we conclude that δ ′ (z) ∈ R(x).
. Then the set {δ ′ (β −k z − x k ) : k ∈ N} is bounded and thus finite by Lemma 5.4. Choose y ∈ Z[β −1 ] such that x k − β −k z = y for infinitely many k ∈ N. Let j and k be two successive elements of the set {k ∈ N : x k − β −k z = y}, with j large enough such that y + β −j z < y. Then T k−j (y + β −k z) = y + β −j z and T k−j (y + β −k z) = T k−j (y) + β −j z thus T k−j (y) = y, which implies that y ∈ P and T j (y + β −j z) = T j (x j ) = x. We infer that x ∈ T n (P + β −n z) for all n ∈ N such that y + β −n z < y for all y ∈ P , thus (8.1) holds.
We use (8.1) to prove the equivalence between (W) and the tiling property of C aper , similarly to [Aki02, KS12] . If C aper is a tiling, then R(0) contains an exclusive point. Since
. By (8.1), this implies that T n (P + β −n z) = {0} for all n ∈ N satisfying x + β −n z < x for all x ∈ P , in particular T n (β −n z) = 0 because 0 ∈ P . Hence, (W) holds with y = β −n z (independently from x ∈ P ). Now, we assume that (W) holds and construct an exclusive point Indeed, if x = max{T j (x) : j ∈ N}, T k (x) = x, and T n (x + y) = T n (y) = 0, then we have T ℓk−j (T j (x) + β j−ℓk y) = x + y and thus T n+ℓk−j (T j (x) + β j−ℓk y) = 0 = T n+ℓk−j (β j−ℓk y) for all ℓ ≥ 1, 0 ≤ j < k, which proves (8.2); see also [ARS04, Lemma 1]. If P = {0}, then δ ′ (0) is an exclusive point. Otherwise, let P = {0, x 1 , . . . , x h } and set
where y j and k j are defined recursively for 1 ≤ j ≤ h with the following properties:
Therefore, we have proved that Theorem 4 (iv) is equivalent to (i)-(iii).
8.3. Boundary graph. We study properties of the boundary graph defined in Section 2.7 and prove the tiling condition Theorem 4 (v). First note that the boundary graph is finite since, for each node [v, x, w], δ ′ ∞ (x) is contained in the intersection of the Delone set δ ′ ∞ (Z[β] ∩ (−1, 1)) with the bounded set π ′ ∞ (R(0) − R(0)). Next, we show that the labels of the infinite paths in the boundary graph provide pairs of expansions exactly for the points that lie in R(x) ∩ R(y) for some x, y ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1), x = y. When C aper is a tiling, these points are exactly the boundary points of R(x), x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1), hence the name "boundary graph". (In general, "intersection graph" might be a better name. 
for the sequence of labels (a 0 , b 0 )(a 1 , b 1 ) · · · of an infinite path starting in [v, y−x, w] .
For 
where the transitions are edges in the boundary graph, with a 0 +x
is an edge in the boundary graph. Iterating this observation, we get a path in the boundary graph labelled by (a 0 , b 0 )(a 1 , b 1 ) · · · such that,
, we obtain one direction of (8.4). The other direction of (8.4) is proved similarly.
Next, we prove that C aper is a tiling if and only if ̺ < β, where ̺ denotes the spectral radius of the boundary graph. We have seen that, for .3). Since #R k (v) = O(α k ) with α < β by (7.5), we have that ̺ ≤ α < β. Therefore, Theorem 4 (v) is equivalent to (i)-(iii).
The equivalence between Theorem 4 (i)-(ii) and (v) can also be extended to multiple tilings. To this end, one defines a generalisation of the boundary graph that recognises all points that lie in m tiles (instead of 2 tiles). Then the spectral radius of this graph is less than β if and only if the covering degree of C aper is less than m.
8.4. Periodic tiling with Rauzy fractals. The last of our equivalent tiling conditions is that of the periodic tiling, under the condition that (QM) holds. This condition is satisfied when the size of V is equal to the degree of the algebraic number β; the following examples show that (QM) can be true or false when #V > deg(β).
Example 8.1. Let β > 1 satisfy β 3 = tβ 2 − β + 1 for some integer t ≥ 2. Then 1) , β 2 − tβ + 1}, and L = β − t, β 2 − tβ Z . Therefore, (QM) holds.
Example 8.2. Let β > 1 satisfy β 3 = tβ 2 + (t + 1)β + 1 for some integer t ≥ 0. (For t = 0, β is the smallest Pisot number.) Then
we have V ⊆ L and thus L = Z[β], hence (QM) does not hold. According to [EI05] (see also [EIR06] ), the central tile R(0) associated with the smallest Pisot number β cannot tile periodically its representation space K ′ β = C. The central tile R(0) is closely related to the set of non-negative β-integers
as R(0) = δ ′ (N β ). We know from [Thu89, Fab95, FGK03] that the sequence of distances between consecutive elements of N β is the fixed point of the β-substitution σ, which can be defined on the alphabet V by
More precisely, we have N β = n−1 k=0 w k : n ∈ N , where w 0 w 1 · · · ∈ V N is the infinite word starting with σ k (1) for all k ∈ N. Similarly to [IR06, Proposition 3.4], we obtain that
for all n ∈ N. Next, we prove that
If (QM) does not hold, then δ ′ (L) is dense in δ ′ (Z[β]) = Z ′ , hence (8.6) follows from the fact that R(0) has non-empty interior. If (QM) holds, then it is sufficient to prove that
as δ ′ (L) is a lattice in Z ′ by Lemma 5.5 and R(0) is compact. Since V spans Z[β], we can write each x ∈ Z[β] as x = v∈V c v v, with c v ∈ Z. By (QM), we have β k / ∈ L for infinitely many k ∈ N, thus x + ( v∈V c v )β k ∈ L + N β or x − ( v∈V c v )β k ∈ L + N β for these k.
Since lim k→∞ δ ′ x ± ( v∈V c v )β k = δ ′ (x), we obtain that (8.7) and thus (8.6) holds.
Throughout the rest of the subsection, assume that (QM) holds. Then we have 
As β k T −k (0) ⊆ N β and the distances between consecutive elements in N β are in V , there are at most (#V ) x / min V numbers z ∈ T −k (0) satisfying this inequality. This implies that 0)) has measure zero, thus C per is a tiling. If C aper is not a tiling, then it covers K ′ β at least twice, and a similar proof as for the tiling property shows that R(0) ∩ x∈L\{0} (δ ′ (x) + R(0)) has positive measure. Hence, we have proved that Theorem 4 (vi) is equivalent to (i), which concludes the proof of Theorem 4.
With some more effort, the proof above can be adapted to show that C per is a multiple tiling with same covering degree as C aper .
A patch of the periodic tiling induced by β 3 = 2β 2 − β + 1, which satisfies (QM) by Example 8.1, is depicted in Figure 5 
This contradicts (9.1), hence (3.6) holds.
Assume now that δ f (Q) = K f . We want to prove the opposite inequality of (3.6). Since
is open. By [ABBS08, Lemma 4.7], we have
The set
, we obtain that this set contains some δ ′ (y) with y ∈ Z N (β) ∩ (x, x + ε). Then we have δ(y) / ∈ X . Since ε can be chosen arbitrary small, this concludes the proof of Theorem 5.
9.2. Boundary in the quadratic case. Let now β be a quadratic Pisot number. Then we show that the boundary of R(x) is simply the intersection with two of its neighbours. More precisely, for each x ∈ Z[β −1 ] ∩ [0, 1), we have that
There may be other neighbours of R(x), but they meet R(x) only in points that also lie in R(x ± β − ⌊x ± β⌋).
To prove ( β , we have 2v > 1 if and only if 2b > a. Moreover, the only possibility for v+d β ∈ ±{v, 1−v} with d ≤ a is that v+d β = 1 + d−a β = 1 − v, i.e., d = a − b. Therefore, the above lists contain all possible transitions. Since we have an infinite path starting from each node, all given nodes correspond to the intersection of some tiles and are thus in the boundary graph.
From the description of the boundary graph, we see that the paths starting in a state [u, x, w] depend only on x. Therefore, we can merge the states with same middle component and obtain the graph in Figure 6 . Note that we have exactly |N(β)| outgoing transitions from each state, which can be explained by the fact that the intersection R( Figure 6 . The pruned boundary graph (after merging the states with same middle component) for β 2 = aβ + b, a ≥ b ≥ 1. 9.4. Proof of Theorem 6. Let β 2 = aβ + b, a ≥ b ≥ 1, and β ′ = −bβ −1 = a − β be the Galois conjugate of β. By Theorem 5, we have
, with equality if δ f (Q) = K f . By Lemma 5.3, the latter equality holds if gcd(a, b) = 1. We have to show that the infimum is equal to max{0, 1 − (b−1)b β β 2 −b 2 }. By (9.2) and its proof, π ′ ∞ (Z ′ \ R(0)) is the union of two half-lines: π ′ ∞ Z ′ \ R(0) = − ∞, max π ′ ∞ R(0) ∩ R(β −a) ∪ min π ′ ∞ R(0) ∩ R(a+1−β), ∞ . The point in R(0)∩R(β −a) that realises max π ′ ∞ (R(0)∩R(β −a)) is given by the following infinite walk in the pruned boundary graph starting from β −a: choose the transition to hal-00869984, version 1 -4 Oct 2013 a+1−β with maximal first digit b−1, then the transition to β −a−1 with minimal first digit a−b+1 (since we multiply it by an odd power of β ′ < 0), again the transition to a+1−β with maximal first digit b−1, etc. This gives
Assume now that (b−1)b β β 2 −b 2 < 1. Then, by similar calculations as above, we obtain that
This concludes the case 0 < 1 − (b−1)b β β 2 −b 2 < β − a. Assume now that (b−1)b β β 2 −b 2 ≤ a + 1 − β. We see from the boundary graph that max π ′ ∞ R(β −a) ∩ R(2β −⌊2β⌋) − δ ′ ∞ (β −a) = max π ′ ∞ R(0) ∩ R(β −a) and, since the smallest first digit in the outgoing transitions from a−β is a−b, min π ′ ∞ (R(β −a) ∩ R(0)) − δ ′ ∞ (β −a) = min π ′ ∞ R(0) ∩ R(a+1−β) − 1
Similarly as above, we obtain that
Finally, for b = 1, we obtain Schmidt's equality γ(β) = 1 [Sch80] .
To conclude the proof of Theorem 6, we show that (b−1)b β β 2 −b 2 < 1 if and only if (b − 1)b < a. Indeed, if (b − 1)b ≥ a, then 
